Fourth Grade News
Week of Nov. 2nd – Nov 6th, 2020
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Dates to Remember

Spelling Words
joint
joy
power
royal
foil
plow
choice
mouth
crowd
mount

Vowel sounds: /oi/, /ou/

flour
however
coil
enjoy
amount
powder
moist
vowel
spoil
flower

**This is a testing week. Virtual
students be sure to make an
appointment with the safe site.
11/2, 11/5- spelling, vocabulary,
and reading test
11/3, 11/6 – Lesson 8,9,10,11 Math
Test
11/23-27 Thanksgiving Break, No
school

Quote of the Week
Vocabulary words on the next page.

“Don’t wish for it. Work for It”
-Unknown

Skills of the Week
Reading: Comparing and Contrsasting
First- and Third- person Point of View
Writing: Opinion Writing
Math: Angles
Social Science: Earth’s Landforms

Virtual Student Reminders
Be on time for your live session
Have all your materials already with you
Be sitting at a table
Have your camera turned on
Mute your mic
Change your background setting

Reminders
-All assignments are due by 5:00 pm
-If you are having technology issues please call
the office to make an appointment at the safe
site. (hours have been extended)
-hen hybrid students are not at school, they
still have assignments on teams to complete
-Virtual students, be sure to arrive on time for
your live lessons.
-All students must have 90 minutes each week
in iready math and reading

Academic Words
angle
ray
vertex
degree
right angle
acute angle

obtuse angle
protractor
first-person
third-person
point of view
narrator

You will be tested on these spelling and vocabulary words on the week of 11/1611/20/2020. Purple students will take their test on 11/16, gold will take theirs on
11/19. Virtual will take theirs at their scheduled appointment time.
Vocabulary words
1. torment- extreme physical or mental pain
2. constant- happening all the time or very often over a period of time
3. innocent- not guilty of a crime or other wrong act
4. sorrow- a feeling of sadness or grief caused especially by the loss of someone or something
5. steady- not shaking or moving : held firmly in one place or position
6. faithful- having or showing true and constant support or loyalty
7. yore- of the past
8. sage- a person who is very wise
9. tragic- causing strong feelings of sadness usually because someone has died in a way that seems very
shocking, unfair, etc.

10. attach- to fasten or join one thing to another
11. interrupt- to ask questions or say things while another person is speaking : to do or say something
that causes someone to stop speaking
12. seize- to get or take (something) in a forceful, sudden, or violent way
13. locust- a type of grasshopper that travels in very large groups and that can cause great destruction by
eating crops

14. granary- a building in which grain is stored
15. behave- to act in an acceptable way : to act properly
16. gradual- moving or changing in small amounts : happening in a slow way over a long period of time
17. rumble- to make a low, heavy, continuous sound or series of sounds
18. sire- used formerly to address a man of rank or authority (such as a king or lord)
19. majesty- used as a title for a king, queen, emperor, or empress — used with his, her, your, or their
Roots
copi, sati
plen-, plent
inan, van, vac
eu, ben
dys, mal

Meaning
full
enough, plenty
empty, nothing
good
bad

